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pspp the free open source version of spss the analysis - i just heard recently about pspp which is a free open source
version of spss i have not tried it yet but it does look promising this is the description from its website it is a free replacement
for the, r read an spss data file eth z - read an spss data file description read spss reads a file stored by the spss save or
export commands this was orignally written in 2000 and has limited support for changes in spss formats since which have
not been many, list of applications archwiki - list of applications 2018 05 17 tip, health and social services glossary of
acronyms - this glossary was intended to help lay people to understand what people in health and social care are talking
about when they use acronyms it has a regional bias towards manchester but jargon in the rest of the uk is not very different
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